RevisionPlan allows you take control of the revision to ensure pupils revise effectively which
gives them a better chance of success.
RevisionPlan creates personalised plans which reflect the subjects being taken, the target
grades and exam timetable. The plan provides consistent, balanced work pattern with rest
days and holidays.
RevisionPlan can be used to support ‘Progress 8’ with learning in the following ways:
It enables you to create individual, personalised learning plans for pupils of all
abilities
Staff can create differentiated tasks then allocate them to pupils based on target
grades or prior attainment
Plans can be used to effectively support Pupil Premium students with their exam
preparation through supervised revision sessions
It emphasises the importance of exam preparation
A revision plan helps pupils to manage their workload and prioritise revision in all
subject areas – an essential skill for ensuring progress is consistent across all exams
taken
It strengthens the home/school partnership by providing parents with a clear,
concise summary of all revision to be undertaken. Parents can then more effectively
support and monitor their child's revision.
Please see over to find out what school who have used RevisionPlan say.

To find out more call our Customer Services team on 01625 501917, email
enquiries@qdpservices.co.uk or visit www.revisionplan.com
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School who have used RevisionPlan say:

Record results for Sidney Stringer Students
at GCSE
This year schools are being judged on a new headline called
"Progress 8" which measures the progress a child makes in all
the subjects and not just English and Maths. Our unvalidated progress 8 score is +0.77 which is really high and we
think this will be one of the highest scores in the city.
Sidney Stringer Academy (1st year using RevisionPlan)

Our students have exceeded the targets set by the Trust which
required us to be in the top 25% of similar schools
nationally. Whilst the year group were below national average on
entering the school, through hard work and the fabulous support
of our staff, overall the students have achieved at or above the
national average. This is great news and a powerful message for
all our current students.
St Mary's Catholic Academy (2nd Year using RevisionPlan)

Best ever results for students at Mortimer.
Mortimer Community College (1st year using RevisionPlan)

Congratulations to the Class of 2016, equalling the recordbreaking results of last year!
St James' Catholic High School (3rd year using RevisionPlan)

